
 
  

INTERNET ADVERTISING CONTRACT AGREEMENT  
EXHIBIT A  

 

 
Description of Service        Setup Fee Yearly Fee 
 
Package A: One of two top right margin advertising spaces,   $ 0.00  $500.00 
Ad space “A”, size 125x125, Ad will display on the homepage  
of AHCA website.  Ad will randomly rotate with no more than three  
different ads in the same space. (Total of six ads in two spaces)  
CLIENT to provide complete advertising graphics in .jpeg format or AHCA 
will design with approval of proof from the CLIENT. Ad rate is based  
on CLIENT purchasing yearly “Bagpipe” advertising of one-third of page  
or larger.  In lieu of “Bagpipe” advertising CLIENT may pay twice the fee.  
 
 
 
Package B: Middle bottom margin advertising spaces,     $ 0.00  $500.00 
Ad space “B”, size 728x90, Ad will display on the homepage  
of AHCA website.  Ad will randomly rotate with no more than three  
different ads in the same space.   
CLIENT to provide complete advertising graphics in .jpeg format or AHCA 
will design with approval of proof from the CLIENT. Ad rate is based  
on CLIENT purchasing yearly “Bagpipe” advertising of one-third of page  
or larger.  In lieu of “Bagpipe” advertising CLIENT may pay twice the fee. 
 
 

 
Package C: One of two lower right margin advertising space   $ 0.00  $375.00 
Ad space “C”, size 125x125, Ad will display on the homepage  
of AHCA website.  Ad will randomly rotate with no more than three  
different ads in the same space. (Total of six ads in two spaces)  
CLIENT to provide complete advertising graphics in .jpeg format or AHCA 
will design with approval of proof from the CLIENT. Ad rate is based  
on CLIENT purchasing yearly “Bagpipe” advertising of one-sixth of page  
or larger. In lieu of “Bagpipe” advertising CLIENT may pay twice the fee.   
 
. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THE CLIENT IS TO INITIAL ON THE LINE UNDERNEATH THE SERVICE FEE THAT IS TO BE SELECTED.  
The CLIENT agrees to pay for selected services to be provided by AHCA for the above fees, and abide by the 
above terms and conditions.  
 
 
 
 
 

CLIENT    Signature     Title    Date 


